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1st Law of Thermodynamics — Internal Energy

Enthalpy [5.3]  — Review

Chemical Thermodynamics — deals with HEAT–WORK–OTHER ∆E in relation to 
chemical and physical phenomena.

Universe = System + Surroundings

Phrases to remember



• positive q is heat flow in; negative q is heat flow out 

• positive w if work is done on the system;  and negative w if work is done by the system.

Convention: Sign of energy movement across Sys–Surr boundary



State Function – independent of path

This is why Hess’ Law (“Rack-n-Stack Equations”) works

Enthalpy (heat at constant pressureP



Enthalpy as Reactant (or Product)

• Three conventions



Representing ∆H as a Product or Reactant (writing ∆H inline)

	 ↳ ∆H for rxn given, calc ∆H for given quantity of material

	 ↳ ∆H for quantity of material given, calc ∆H for rxn

Two Types of ∆H “in-line’ Problems





Standard State



CHAPTER 16:  THERMODYNAMICS

Spontaneity [16.1]

1st Factor:  Total Energy is Decreased   (System becomes more stable)

2nd Factor:  Dispersal of Matter & Energy   (Energy becomes less usable)



Entropy [16.2]

Entropy = a measure of DISORDER 

… RANDOMNESS

… CHAOS

… FREEDOM



Microstate Distributions





Figure 16.11 Entropy increases as the temperature of a substance is raised, which corresponds to 
the greater spread of kinetic energies. When a substance melts or vaporizes, it experiences a 
significant increase in entropy.

The Sign of ∆S

Must be able to “read the 
signs” in Thermodynamics



(EX) Predict the sign of ∆S for a system      [16.3]



The Sign of “q”
If it is understood/assumed to be a 
reversible system, then simply:

q is positive (heat gained, heat in)q is negative (heat lost, heat out)



The 2nd & 3rd Laws fo Thermodynamics  [16.3]

The 2nd Law of Thermodynamics  (Entropy)



If SYS gains heat (q), then q is (+) for dS(sys); and q = (+) for dS(surr)

(EX) ¿Will ice melt at …?           [OP.CH16.E16.4]



H2O(s) ----> H2O(l)

Here is a change that we know is endothermic and occurs with an increase in entropy. At temperatures above 0oC (when the 
pressure is 1 atm), ice melts because the TS term is bigger than the H term. At lower temperatures, ice doesn't melt because 
the smaller value of T gives a smaller value for TS and the difference H-TS, is positive.

This is what I thought to be the most logical explanation of the table myself at the beginning, since solid water does not exist 
at 10 degrees C (obviously). But my instructor told me that in the formula for ΔSsurroundings=-ΔH/T, T designates the 
temperature of the system. The aim of this table is to make a hypothetical assumption that solid water exists at all three 
temperatures, and measure the driving force behind its melting.

https://www.physicsforums.com/threads/phase-changes-change-of-entropy-is-temperature-independent.846808/

http://www2.ucdsb.on.ca/tiss/stretton/chem2/entropy5.htm

ASIDE   (warning: Geek Zone)



The 3rd Law of Thermodynamics (Perfect Crystal)

∆S and Thermodynamic Quantities

k 

Boltzmann constant 


1.38E-23 J/K



For SYSTEM    [here, “SYS” subscript omitted]

One Condition for Spontaneity:  ∆G = (–)

Free Energy, ∆G   [16.4]





Inter-relating some Thermodynamic Equations



(EX) Calc ∆Hrxn for Gummy Bear Combustion     [5.9]

¿A gummy bear contains 2.67 g sucrose, C12H22O11 . When it reacts with 7.19 g potassium 
chlorate, KClO3 , 43.7 kJ of heat are produced. Determine the enthalpy change for the reaction, if 
sucrose is in excess...



(EX) Calc T from Thermodynamic Quantities   [16.11] 

¿Knowing the boiling point occurs when the solid and liquid phases are in equilibrium, estimate the 
boiling point of water based on tabulated thermodynamic data? (Data may reside in Appendix G)

H₂O(ℓ)  ⇌  H₂O(g)



Free Energy Equilibrium              [whitten9, section 17.12]

∆G for NON-standard conditions



(EX) Calculate ∆G° from K                    [w9, ex17.19]

¿For the following reaction, Kp = 5.04E17 @ 25 ºC.  What is ∆G°?

C₂H₄(g)  +   H₂(g)  ⇌   C₂H₆(g)




